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WELCOME
Hello everyone!
 Thank you to everyone who joined us for CCSA’s first ever virtual convention. I know I have joked about 
hoping it was also our last virtual convention, but honestly if  we had to do it again, I know we could do it even 
bigger and better.  In May the board of  directors made the decision to cancel our in-person event due to COVID 
and move to a virtual platform.  We felt that the members needed something to help them though these difficult 
times, so we researched the best way to bring you the best event possible in a virtual world.  The response to 
the event has far exceeded my expectations and so did all of  you. You rose to the occasion and trusted us by 
registering knowing only the details of  what the classes would be as we worked feverishly to plan all the other aspects of  the event. The exhibitors 
also had to figure out how to navigate a world of  technology and to imagine a virtual world that they could engage with you where both studios 
and suppliers would find return on investment. I applaud you all for stepping up to the challenge and thank you for believing in us. I hope you are 
already making plans to join us in Reno, Nevada, in August 2021 for the next CCSA convention.
 I want to think Maegan Supple and Grace Pennella for serving on the board for the last three years. Both ladies came with fresh ideas and 
help moved the CCSA forward during their time on the board. I am grateful to have worked with them and for the time they committed.
 In October we will welcome three new board members who are no strangers to the association or the board of  directors. Wendy Pettys, 
Rachel Klobucher, and Katie Yallaly have each served on the board at some point over the last nine years and I am excited to have them back 
serving you, the members of  the association. The CCSA will have its annual Membership Meeting on October 26 and at that time we will make 
transitions within the board.  The board will also have their annual meeting virtually October 29 and 30 and at that time the officers of  the board 
will be elected.  
 I wish you the best of  luck as you go into the fourth quarter and tackle your busy season while navigating the new norm of  social distancing 
and face masks. 😃

Dena Pearlman
Executive Director

Dear Studio and Supplier Members,
 I am overwhelmed by the response we got from our virtual convention this year! You trusted us to bring this 
new and challenging platform and our suppliers embraced the process and the unknown. It was so great to see 
everyone and the LIVE Chatter room was an amazing venue for our members and suppliers to reconnect even 
though we weren’t together.
      Hopefully we will never have to use this process again, but if  it were ever necessary, we now have that 
experience under our belt and would only improve upon next time! For those who attended convention, I hope you 
left with a renewed energy for your studio to help get through the upcoming fall and holiday seasons.
      As president, I have watched our members adapt to these challenging times and make shifts that have helped their businesses to survive. The 
holiday season will be no different and we hope that you are able to use all the great marketing photos, lesson plans created for afternoon art 
clubs, and the information you glean from our Monday “Check-in and Chats,” hosted by Dena and me.
      The board will soon plan for the upcoming year with our three new board members. As always, we will look to the future of  the CCSA, which 
is bound to look a little different. The CCSA will continue to strive to support you in your endeavors, and if  there is something you feel would be 
helpful in moving the CCSA forward, please let us know.
      Thanks, thanks, and thanks to all of  you for your participation and engagement in our virtual convention! It was also great to see all the 
fabulous Facebook posts of  convention winners. And thanks to all of  our wonderful suppliers for their generous contributions!
      We look forward to the continued success of  our members and the CCSA in 2021!

Tracy Schultz
CCSA Board President
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COVID-19:

MESSAGES OF 
SUPPORT FROM 
SUPPLIERS

Member Benefit Spotlight
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

The existence of  the CCSA is perhaps the greatest benefit its members 
have. Not all industries are fortunate enough to have an organization 
like this. Many friends who own small businesses say they don’t have 
access to anything that resembles the CCSA. Larger organizations 
with a general retail focus are out there, but they lack the sense of  
community and commonality the CCSA provides.
 The discovery of the CCSA is still fresh in my mind 20 years later. I 
recall early conventions when I was full of excitement and apprehension all 
at once. Those first shy smiles and hellos exchanged with strangers have 
grown to an amazing network of colleagues and friends. We’ve all met 
that person experiencing their first convention and they are SO EXCITED. 
Their energy is contagious. And those who’ve been around a while provide 
invaluable wisdom and support. On top of that, there are the resources. 
From Convention to marketing materials to discounts and perks with 
suppliers, there are so many helpful things available to our members!
 As we all know, this year has been, well…this year. Where we were 
looking for signs of  “the end,” we’re now all talking about adapting 

T
By Lisa Feltz, Resource and Training Director, Bisque Imports

This article series shines the spotlight on the many benefits CCSA members enjoy, to ensure that members understand what benefits 
are available and how to utilize them best. This time the spotlight is on the CCSA itself. 

to a “new normal.” As we continue to make these adjustments to our 
lives and our businesses, we’ll need one another’s support more than 
ever. Let’s not forget that just like everything else, the CCSA will be 
facing challenges and will need our support. We will be able to do more 
as a collective organization than we will as individual businesses. Not 
only will it be important to remain members, but there’s never been a 
better time to encourage non-members to join. 
 If you know of a studio that has never been a member or has let 
their membership lapse, reach out. Talk to them about the benefits of  
the CCSA, and the importance of a professional industry association. If  
they’re currently relying solely on online chat groups for support, tell them 
about the resources available to CCSA members and why being a member 
is valuable. Having more members results in more resources, more 
community, and more opportunities for success. Encourage those who may 
be hesitant to contact the CCSA and discuss their concerns. The common 
goal is to get stronger together. Let’s move forward together. Stay strong, 
stay well, and stay creative, everyone!  e

www.colorobbia.it
www.facebook.com/ColorobbiaArt


KILN KILN 
GODDESS GODDESS 
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E
The PPP was designed to provide emergency 
relief  to cover payroll and other expenses 
during the challenge of  COVID when many 
businesses were shut down or on limited 
capacity. Details about the program trickled 
out and were constantly being updated 
during the process. The forgiveness process 
is trickling out details in the same way. 
Many changes to the 
PPP program and the 
forgiveness options have 
complicated the process 
even further.
       Since they have 
extended the PPP loan 
program from the 8-week 
period out to a 24-week 
period and extended the date of  replacing 
employees from June 30 out to December 
31, the process for forgiveness has slowed 
down. The answers that the Treasury and 
banks gave us weeks ago are still changing 
as the process continues. Usually this would 
be the process of  having the government and 
banks give us compliance rules. We then work 
to research those rules and help our clients 
comply to get the best outcome. At this time 
though, there are no rules. Even the rules that 
we are given are probably not going to be the 
final rules. 
       So here’s what I suggest: I don’t think 
banks are even going to start doing the 
forgiveness process because there’s too much 
uncertainty and too many open questions 
yet. When the banks open up this process of  
forgiveness and analyzing, you don’t want to 
be the first one in line. Just imagine being the 
first one of  the forgiveness applications on 
your banker’s desk. He or she has a whole 
lot of  paper and takes some good old time 
scouring through. You don’t want that process. 
You want your application in the middle of  the 
other 8,000, so the banker says, “Yeah, this 
one looks good,” puts a check mark on it, 
forgives it, and moves on.
       The time and effort that banks will be 
required to process these small loans and 
administer them for the amounts that are not 
forgiven is a very expensive process. They 

Understanding the PPP
By Donna Bordeaux, CPA, PYOPAccounting.com

Everybody’s wondering what to do about the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan 
forgiveness process and when to apply.

BUSINESS SENSE

may even outweigh the costs of  forgiving 
these smaller loans. For example, say you 
have a $20,000 PPP loan and the bank goes 
through all the documents and spends all 
their time just to find out that only $3,000 
of  it has to be paid back. The bank has to 
administer a loan for two years to put it on 
their books just to collect back a little payment 

every month and monitor 
that the loan is being 
repaid according to the 
terms. In addition to the 
workload involved, what 
do they do if  the payment 
is late and they have to 
send out statements and 
overdue notices?

       Don’t rush for the forgiveness. There is 
no timing problem here. You have ten months 
after the date at which your process ends to 
apply for forgiveness. 
       The other reason to consider delaying 
your application for forgiveness is that 
there may be an opportunity for automatic 
forgiveness of  smaller loans. A bipartisan bill 
called the Paycheck Protection Small Business 
Forgiveness Act has been introduced into 
the Senate. This would allow loans under 
$150,000 to obtain automatic forgiveness 
after submitting a one-page attestation form. 
Many support this bill, including the American 
Community Bankers Association. Of  the PPP 
loans issued, 86% of  them are $150,000 or 
less.
       I don’t know that we will see much 
movement on this bill until after the election 
in November. The Treasury and SBA don’t 
usually look at what’s on their plate for the 
next week and the week after. So maybe near 
the end of  the year, when they realize that 
this big giant ball of  work is coming at them, 
they will look at that agenda and determine 
if  this process is really, in fact, worth all their 
time and effort. I suggest you put this on the 
back burner for a while and let it percolate. 
We’ll keep you posted when the process 
ramps up. e

I don’t know what to do.
 I barely know what month it is, never 
mind the day and date. I’m exhausted from 
six months of  upside-down crazy. And 
sometimes, I don’t know what to do.
 Is that fair? Am I being fair to myself, 
fair to my family, fair to my staff and my 
customers? I don’t know. It’s a theme: I 
don’t know what to do and I don’t know 
what I don’t know and if  what I don’t know 
is fair or not.
 I also don’t know how to plan for 
what’s coming. I don’t know how to do 
the schedule. I don’t know how to allow 
birthday parties or groups or if  we will 
be busy or not at all. And “busy” means 
something entirely different now than it did 
a year ago.
 Christmas is the thing we all cling 
to—it’s handprints and happy and how 
does that work behind masks and with 
social distancing? Ugh. This isn’t a fun 
thought, but will it be okay? I have to think 
it will be okay. After all, Christmas is coming 
and that’s something we all need.
 I do know one thing: now more than 
ever, we cannot compare ourselves to 
other studios. Or other businesses. I’ve 
always said that—you will make yourself  
crazy trying to compare yourself  to other 
studios, because there are so many 
factors involved. What’s that saying—
Comparison is the thief  of  joy? This is 
more true now than it will ever be. 
 So what can I do? Every day there IS 
something. There is an idea from another 
studio, or one I think of  in the middle of  
the night. This is where being a part of  
the CCSA is so vital—we are all doing 
everything we can do, and sharing these 
ideas, so that we can figure out what to 
do. All we are looking for, I really think, is 
to know what it is we need to do.  
 No matter what you are going 
through, you also have to know that we 
are all going through it, too. And if  there 
are times when you don’t know what to do, 
know this: Sometimes, I don’t either. e

AT THIS TIME THOUGH, AT THIS TIME THOUGH, 
THERE ARE NO RULES. THERE ARE NO RULES. 
EVEN THE RULES THAT EVEN THE RULES THAT 

WE ARE GIVEN ARE WE ARE GIVEN ARE 
PROBABLY NOT GOING TO PROBABLY NOT GOING TO 

BE THE FINAL RULES. BE THE FINAL RULES. 



www.duncanceramics.com


LOOKING FORWARD
So how can you incorporate the 2021 COTYs into your studio? Let’s start 
by looking at the colors themselves. Behr just announced their color trends 
palette for 2021. Not surprisingly, the colors are calming and have been 
deemed “Colors to Create Elevated Comfort.” Even the deeper and bolder 
colors have a softness to them. PPG’s palette for 2021 is based on three 
main colors—Transcend, Misty Aqua, and Big Cypress—and expands 
into three subsets that focus on authenticity: Be Well, Be True, and Be Wild. 
Across color companies and interior and graphic design, we’ll see shades 
of blue and green, soft neutrals, rich autumn colors—essentially colors 
that are inspired by nature and can serve as a source of calm. In addition, 
Pantone introduced their colors for Spring/Summer 2021 New York Fashion 
Week. While they are brighter and springier as usual, they are essentially 
elevated, bouncier versions of the 2021 home decor colors. 
   
THERE ARE SIMPLE WAYS TO INCORPORATE THESE COLORS 
INTO YOUR STUDIO:
	 e Create a display that shows a color story based on the 

feeling you want to create for an event or 
season. Some of  the colors we’re seeing work 
fantastically for expressing the retro colors that 
are prevalent on social media and in fashion. 
	 e Use the COTYs to create simple 
designs based on trends we’ve been watching 
all year long. Check out my past articles on 
design motif  inspiration. 
	 e Create social media posts to show off 
various palettes and include painted samples. 
This will encourage your customers to use your 
studio to create an on-trend project. Remind your 
customers to tag your studio when they show 
their pottery at home. Share your customers’ 
posts and stories to boost engagement.
	 e Create color palettes for your studio 
with glaze colors that match the upcoming 
color trends.

 Remember, color and experience is what 
we’re all about. Tap into the colors of year to 
create an atmosphere and projects that will 
inspire and feed your customers’ creative fire. e

LET’S LOOK AT SOME OF THE COLORS OF THE YEAR FOR 2020
	 e Pantone: Classic Blue
	 e Sherwin Williams: Naval, Romance (deep blue, blush pink)
	 e Benjamin Moore: First Light (taupe)
	 e Behr: Back to Nature (green)
	 e PPG: Chinese Porcelain (dusky blue)
   
 While the bulk of  the COTYs focus on one color, some paint 
manufacturers expand it to a full palette of  color. Companies use the 
information they glean from sales to better understand consumer 
tastes. By showing a palette of  colors, consumers are exposed to 
hues they might not opt for on their own. As Andrea Magno, Benjamin 
Moore’s Director of  Color Marketing and Development, said in 
Architectural Digest, “Our goal is to inspire new ideas around color and 
possibly to bring a new color idea to the mind of  someone embarking 
on a painting project.” 
       COTYs are inspired by research across industries, countries, and 
cultures. Once they are announced, color companies track the impact 
of  their “it” colors on social media, color chips 
pulled in stores, and paint sales. The colors are 
often those that are in the beginning stages of  
popularity. This makes them attractive for use in 
home decorating and helps them stay relevant 
for an extended time. 
       Just as recognizing a motif  or style early in 
the life of  a trend allows you to make the most 
of  that trend and create projects, camps, and 
workshops based on the designs and colors 
that people are seeing on social media, in 
design magazines, and at retailers, the COTY 
seeks to inspire people to guide and track 
consumer behavior. When a color is selected 
as COTY, research has found a significant 
increase in searches for that color on sites like 
Pinterest. Yet it does take time for some of  the 
colors of  the year to take hold in home decor. 
The average consumer may not buy a blue 
sofa based on the COTY, but they’ll buy a throw 
pillow with blue accents or paint a deep blue 
coffee mug.
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E
By Crista Toler, Studio Market Coordinator, Mayco

Every fall, Pantone releases the Color of  the Year (COTY). It becomes a big deal as we find ourselves inundated with emails and social 
media announcements from design companies and lifestyle gurus regarding this top hue. But why does the COTY even matter? These 
days every paint company has one; sometimes they mirror the color deemed royalty by Pantone, and some are completely different. 

TREND FLASH
What’s the Color of the Year All About?

Utilizing Color Predictions 
for the Upcoming Year

See the See the 

digital edition digital edition 

for even more for even more 

color palettes!color palettes!
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Before the quarantine time began, you may have already done 
pottery-to-go in some form or another—for vacationers, or to send to 
classrooms for teacher projects, for example. But these were often ad 
hoc situations without any set formal procedures. For many, the scale 
increased dramatically this year. 
 While at first many scrambled to figure out the system that worked 
best for them, as time has passed some best practices have emerged. 
As always, what works for some people may not work for you, but it’s 
always a good idea to hear what others are doing. 
 It is important to be organized, of  course. You need to know who 
has purchased what, and what they took with them. You need to know 
when they bring it back, so that it can go into the pipeline of  how you 
handle finished pottery. Having clearly established guidelines that you 
can show to your staff and customers and being consistent with these 
procedures will make everything easier for you. 
 You also must determine how you are taking orders—online, on 
your website, on a different website, only in store, over the phone, 
limited items—so many possibilities, and all can work in different 

Pottery-to-Go Kits
By Julia McNair, Do It Yourself  Crafts, Birmingham, Alabama

WWhile it may be a stretch to find good things that have come out of  the COVID-19 pandemic, 
it can be said that studios adapting to pottery-to-go belongs on the list. As studios shut down 
or were allowed to operate in limited capacity, being able to treat pottery as “take-out” helped keep many studios in business, allowed 
others to flourish, and will likely find a permanent home in our studios. 

STUDIO SPECIAL

ways. And if  you are open for in-store painting, making sure that your 
inventory is correct on all platforms is important. It can be easy to sell 
out of  an item in store and still show it as available online, and that can 
cause problems down the road. 
 Where and how pick-ups and drop-offs happen also need to be 
taken into consideration. Having no-contact pick-ups and drop-offs has 
been a fantastic addition for our shop, with a cart placed outside the 
front door. We have a small vestibule at the entrance, protected by the 
weather. For other shops, a small table has worked. There are more 
elaborate options possible as well, such as lockers with single-use 
combinations. 
 Once you’ve determined how you will sell and where the pick-ups 
will be, next determine how you will pack up product, and what you will 
be sending home. Are you allowing customers to select pottery and 
then sending home a set selection of  colors? Or will you give them 
choices and, if  so, how many? There are as many options as there are 
colors in the rainbow, and there are customers who will ask for each 
and every one of  them. Deciding on your procedures (and knowing that 
you can change this later if  you need to) can help you control costs 
from spinning out of  control. 
 Brushes and other tools also should be considered. These aren’t 
free, and often don’t come back. You can sell brushes as an additional 
revenue stream, and this also encourages future purchases. Another 
option is to charge a deposit that is good toward a future purchase. 
 Besides the color selection, how much color to send with each 
project is a hard task. For some projects, such as vintage trees, you 
can know exactly how much product to send home. You might want to 
ask the customer what their plan is, and then you can know if  more 
of  one color or another is needed. You may need to adjust pricing to 
reflect product leaving the studio. You can sell bisque separately from 
the color and allow customers to purchase each individual color they 
want. Again, this can lead to future sales because they’ll have color and 
want to use it on bisque. 
 You can also consider what you are packaging into. There is 
more material being used now—wrapping pottery to leave and come 
back and then again when it is glazed and fired. Portion cups from 
restaurant supply companies are helpful to pack in, as they have 
precise measurements; you can have 1-, 2- and 4-ounce options ready 
to send. 
 One of  the most comprehensive guides to doing pottery-to-go 
came from Sandra Mandell at Oliloli Studio in Queens, New York. 
Located in a part of  the country that went into complete quarantine 
quickly, Sandra completely reimagined her studio experience for 
the customer at home. She created a website and included product 
pictures and sample pictures as possible. She had customers pick 

Check out Check out 

the digital editi
on 

the digital editi
on 

for more tips,for more tips,

a sample form, a sample form, 

and a great list and a great list 

of resources!of resources!
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5 colors—two main colors and three accent colors—and packed 
paint in disposable containers from a restaurant supply company. 
She included two new brushes with each order and branded each 
box so that it was obviously from her studio. The enclosed instruction 
sheet listed what was included in the kit and what they would need 
from home, tips and tricks, and a bold admonition not to use any 
other paints. Attached at the bottom was the return firing form for the 
customer to fill out.
 Check out the digital edition for a snapshot 
of  Sandra’s cost-analysis sheet, her take-home 
instruction sheet, a list of  links to resources she 
used, and photos of  her boxed-up take-home kits, 
as well as comments from other studio owners 
about how they handled pottery-to-go.

LAUREL KNOX, CLAYTIME STUDIO, 
SHREWSBURY, MASSACHUSETTS
How were you selling pottery-to-go 
originally? What did it evolve into?
Originally, before the governor shut down nonessential businesses, 
people would come in the studio, pick out pottery and paints, and 
we would pack it. When we were first doing curbside we would post 
pictures of  our shelves on the Facebook page and our website. 
People would message or email us what they wanted; we would pack 
it and they would either call to pay or we would invoice them. We then 
switched and posted an online store on our website. 

How do you handle picking colors?
We have a link to a JotForm that they fill out with their color choices for 
each piece.

How do you handle drop-offs and pick-ups?
Before we were allowed to reopen, we offered curbside or delivery. Now 
that we are open, they come to the studio to pick up.

Will you continue to sell pottery-to-go in the same way in 
the future?
Yes

What do you pack into?
We use the Gare bags with the handle.

Any general advice or tips you have for people doing pottery-
to-go?
We have a sheet with basic painting tips. We also give them instructions 
on how to label their pieces for drop off.

JULIA MCNAIR, DO IT YOURSELF CRAFTS, 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
How were you selling pottery-to-go originally? What did it 
evolve into?
We’ve always offered pottery-to-go, but with no set rules. When 
quarantine started, the first week we had people coming in or calling 
us and just picking off the shelves. Then we were closed and only 
using Facebook to market, taking pictures of  the shelves and doing 
Facebook Lives to showcase what we had. People would email us with 
instructions like “I want the bowl on shelf  9” and it was a NIGHTMARE. 
We eventually added a shop on our website (doityourselfcrafts.com), 
and allowed limited color selection. 

How do you handle picking colors?
Each item has a selection of colors that the customer picks from. This has 
had mixed results, and we are in the process of changing to a fee per color. 
It’s nominal, but enough to cover the expenses of the to-go containers and 
to make me feel better about how much paint we aren’t getting back. 

How do you handle drop-offs and pick-ups?
We have a cart in front of  the shop where customers can pick up and 

drop off. Many customers still come into the store.

Will you continue to sell pottery-to-go in 
the same way in the future?
Absolutely. In fact, we’re increasing our pottery-to-
go offerings as we see customers looking to buy 
gifts that are projects to do at home. 

What do you pack into?
We use paper take-out boxes to hold the paints in 

condiment cups, and larger paper take-out boxes can hold smaller single 
items as well. They are 81/2 by 6 inches; the small ones are 1 inch tall, 
and the larger ones are 21/2 inches tall. They cost about a quarter each. 
This has also been perfect for parties-to-go. The paper take-out boxes 
came from a restaurant supply company, and we add a sticker with the 
store information on it. We can include a sheet with instructions and 
return information inside it. We use 2-ounce condiment cups, which cost 
about one cent each.

Any general advice or tips you have for people doing pottery 
to go?
Make sure you keep track of  what comes in and what goes out. We 
no longer give out brushes (except for parties-to-go) but at the 
beginning we let people “borrow” brushes and they didn’t come back. 
We also watch our pennies on how much paint we send. Keeping track 
of  customers is the same struggle it is for in-studio: people can’t 
remember what name they gave us so we have to be detectives to find 
who did what. Also, in September we were still getting items that were 
purchased in March. We’ve had three different systems since then, so 
finding the customer information has been a challenge. e

HAVING NO-CONTACT HAVING NO-CONTACT 
PICK-UPS AND DROP-PICK-UPS AND DROP-

OFFS HAS BEEN A OFFS HAS BEEN A 
FANTASTIC ADDITION FANTASTIC ADDITION 

FOR OUR SHOP, WITH A FOR OUR SHOP, WITH A 
CART PLACED OUTSIDE CART PLACED OUTSIDE 

THE FRONT DOOR. THE FRONT DOOR. 
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And the feedback has been wonderful!
 “It was an amazing convention. I loved the virtual part; it was so easy 
going to different classes. And Remo was awesome.” —Dipali Parikh 
 “Thank you, CCSA, for a great virtual convention! I had a customer 
come in today that saw my story and asked how was my trip? I had 
to laugh. I told her I was in my backyard the whole weekend! And 
thank you ClayShare for the prize [a free year’s subscription]! So very 
excited!!!!!” —Palee Haney
 “Here to say, I’m so thankful I recently joined CCSA! Yes, I’m a 
newbie to CCSA and I’ve learned so much and have made lots of  
connections thus far! Learned a lot and feel that my FIRST convention 
was pretty successful! Thank you all for the projects, the time and 
preparations that went into this! I love that I can review and go back to 
all the demos and resources for an entire year! I’d love for that option 
to be available in the future!” —Kendra Knowles
 “My takeaway [from Mike Michalowicz, Keynote speaker]: YOU have 
a RESPONSIBILITY to succeed this year. Stop listening to how awful this 
year has been, how you should feel with all the changes. Instead MAKE 
the changes! It’s taken 6 months but I’m heading back to my 2020 
resolution of POSITIVITY. Let’s write our own story.” —Kelly Amrine 
 “What a great time this weekend! and I won a prize! Thank you, 
CCSA! Looking forward to the next convention! Reno here we come.” —
Annette Bruneau

 “I had a ball ‘at’ convention! Was up till 3 am this morning watching 
and painting. I can’t believe I got it almost all done. Plus I watched 
other recordings in between, too. Soooo much GREAT content. This was 
my first ever convention. I can’t wait till next year. A BIG THANK YOU to 
all involved.” —Leigh Anne Filkins 
 “Thank you for all your hard work putting together a virtual 
experience in this crazy, crazy year!! Obviously not the same as 
attending which is awesome but amazing all the same. Here’s to 
convention 2021 Reno!! Can’t wait!! Let’s make Reno the biggest and 
best convention/reunion ever!!!” —Lynne Butler
 “I can’t express how much I LOVE the CCSA!!! The hydro-dipping 
class is soooo going to happen in my studio ASAP!!” —Susan Wilkinson

       And Brianne Harrington’s experience probably sums it up best: 
“Convention is officially over for me. My laptop just caught fire.” THAT’S 
how good this year’s virtual event was. 
       Thank you to the studio owners and staff who attended this year’s 
convention. It was so much fun to see so many new faces—many 
were managers and employees joining in on the fun! Thank you to 
our suppliers who worked so hard preparing for this new experience, 
putting together fun, interactive, and engaging booth spaces! 
       We are all hopeful to see each other in Reno—literally—at our 
next convention, August 27–30, 2021. e

Convention 2020: It’s a Wrap!
By Hillary Moulliet, CCSA Member Engagement Manager

TThis year’s event was, of  course, a lot different: online navigation, zoom classes, and video chats with suppliers were all new experiences. 
But not unlike previous conventions, we connected with our studio friends, learned new techniques, and gleaned time-sensitive business 
tips—and the time flew by! 

STUDIO SPECIAL

By Kaelyn Bucy, Manager, The Pottery Stop, Ellicott CIty, Maryland

       Invaluable There is no other way to describe the CCSA 
Convention as a staff member of  a paint your own pottery studio than 
“invaluable.” Not only have I picked up some of  the best tips, tricks, 
and ideas to help implement back home, but I have gained a better 
understanding of  the industry as a whole. I have also acquired a 
completely new level of  confidence in myself.
       Pre-convention Kaelyn was doing alright for herself. I was 
traversing the world of  slowly becoming my coworkers’ boss, and 
navigating all the weirdness that comes along with that. Then suddenly, 
BAM: insert Convention, complete with choirs of  angels singing. It was 
information overload. It was the in-depth answers to why we do the 
things we do, the ability to have conversations about work on a level 
with people who fully understood, and making connections with those 
people—and still keeping in contact with them today!
       Context I’ve learned so much through my job. I understand we 
load the kiln with the taller pieces toward the middle, and it’s best to 

Convention from a Staff Perspective
stagger shelves. However, I had never made the connection (uh, hello 
airflow) until a Convention class. Another class explained layout tricks 
the dipping area in relation to the kiln, and where sinks work best in 
relation to table layout. Our studio was on top of  ALL of  that! I had 
no idea our layout was so meticulously planned to be as efficient as 
possible, as opposed to just laid out in the easiest way.
       Insert many more mind-blowing connections made throughout 
each class. I hadn’t realized why our studio had implemented all these 
amazing procedures that I had accepted as the way it always was. I’ve 
gained mounds of  knowledge, respect, and pride for our studio and 
recognize the immense work put in before my time there. You better 
believe I’m going to pass along this information to our staff as well!
       Connection This job is unlike any I’ve had before. It is ever-changing; 
each day my tasks might switch from kiln work to customer interactions, 
teaching classes to training staff, composing emails to painting samples. 
It is not, however, something easily recognized for all that it is within friend 
or family circles. Being a part of something like Convention, where every 
single person has such similar experiences is so refreshing!
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       I cannot stress enough how grateful I am to have connected with 
staff members in a similar manager position to be able to just TALK. 
It was amazing to gain their perspectives on how they traversed 
the transition from peer to boss, their training styles, and what their 
relationships are like with their studio owners. I made friends at last 
year’s Convention whom I stayed in contact with and could reach out to 
during the 2020 Virtual Convention. 
       Even though in-person interactions weren’t the same this year, 
Virtual Convention 
exceeded expectations 
with its number of  
live discussions, chat 
boards, the Remo 
rooms, and messaging. 
Thankfully we still have 
access to it all. The 
ability to type questions 
as they arose created 
an amazing learning 
environment. I’m still 
combing through all 
of  the chats for those 
precious nuggets of  
conversation I might 
have missed.
       Confidence I 
certainly feel that post-
convention glow. I’m 
getting filled in on all 
the little details of  why 
the things we do are so 
important. I’m having 
amazing conversations 
on how other studios 
are working through 
situations we may be 
struggling with. I’m 
connecting with people 
in a way I’m not able 
to in my own personal 
life. I am soaking up 
ideas and new projects 
that can be easily 
implemented in our 
studio, and even getting 
asked to take the reins 
and direct the staff 
on a couple of  them. 
I am overwhelmed 
each year in impactful 
ways, virtual or not, 
and feel like my job is 
way more than just a 
job. Convention is a 
community that makes 
you feel welcomed, but 
that also makes you 
want to be an active 
part of  this world.
       Continuation I 
recommend all owners 

bring a manager and/or other staff member to Convention. I can’t 
believe I had been working almost full-time and directing and training 
others without the support system of  my fellow manager contacts or 
the wealth of  knowledge from my Convention classes backing me. Even 
in this year’s social-distanced “sorry your screen’s frozen” setting, I’ve 
gained an immense amount of  information and am still doing so. I hope 
those who attended are sharing the experience by having their staff 
watch the videos and comb through the chats as well! e



Oliloli Studio sits on Metropolitan 
Avenue, a commercial strip in 
Forest Hills, Queens. Reeling 
from the downturn in business 
volume due the COVID-19 
pandemic, a few business 
owners came together to create 
a small business collaborative 
with the goals of  making the 
avenue a destination spot, 
bringing more attention to 
the mom-and-pop shops and 
restaurants lining the avenue, 

and driving traffic to the local small businesses. The initiative 
is a kind of  hyperlocal “Chamber of  Commerce,” where 
we teamed up with our neighbors and branded our small 
shopping area. We call the collaborative “Metro Village, 
Forest Hills.”
     We started small. We created a logo and launched an 
Instagram account. A local college student is curating the 
account with snapshots and stories from the local businesses. 
Participating shops are encouraged to promote the use of  
the group’s hashtag, #MetroVillageFH. The collaborative 
will build access to a wide audience when participating 
businesses get the word out to their existing customer base.
 The plan is to build the brand with a curated 
Instagram account and expand the reach of  each business 
by promoting and lifting each other up via the new platform. 
People identify with, and respond to, stories that are 
community focused and have real people behind them, rather 
than just the usual marketing messages.
 We will promote the collaborative initiative with 
a launch, our #MetroVillageFH hashtag, window stickers, 
community events, and cross promotions. Each business has 
its own customer base, so there are plenty of  opportunities 
for cross promotion. Cross promotions can be as simple as 
doing a co-branded promotion with another business that 
rewards customers for making a purchase at both locations. 
For example, bring a receipt from business A to get a 
discount at business B.
 We will post news of  the collaborative on local blogs 

and community groups, and reach out to local media outlets. These 
days especially, local media outlets are looking for personal, interesting, 
and relevant news stories to share, and a feel-good, collaborative 
community effort to save small businesses fits the bills perfectly.
 An active hyperlocal business collaborative that adds value to our 
community by building meaningful relationships and engaging local 
businesses and community members is just what this moment calls 
for. It is a wonderful vehicle to build brand engagement, expand your 
customer base, and create a culture of  trust and loyalty between you 
and your community.
 See the article on pages 8-9 for a look at how Sandra 
implemented a successful pottery-to-go program at Oliloli. e

A Community Collaborative 
to Save Small Business

A LITTLE ABOUT BRANDING

By Sandra Mandell, Oliloli Studio, Forest Hills, New York

SSmall businesses are valuable assets to our communities. Among the many benefits they provide, they help create the unique identities 
and characters of  our neighborhoods. At a time when small businesses everywhere are struggling, banding together and collaborating 
is a good strategy for survival.
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Customization and personalization opportunities are what truly set 
us apart from the typical gift purchase at the big box stores, so we 
decided to pursue personalized retail sales to help move the business 
forward while keeping customers and staff safe. This meant we could 
feature something low risk, with a cheap startup, and still keep it in the 
kiln as much as possible.
      Custom offerings are not new to our studio, but 
marketing custom work and personalized pottery online 
is a whole different ball game. It’s easy show people 
the choices face to face—handprint art, wedding 
invitations, board art, clay impressions, and 
more. But now we needed to create an easy 
online shopping experience to pick out items 
in just a few clicks. Prior to the pandemic, 
our only online shopping experience was 
booking parties and events. Like many 
studios, when chaos struck we 
threw together an e-commerce 
site to sell pottery-to-go kits. 
Fast forward to September: 
we have a studio open for 
very limited seating, the 
smallest staff we’ve 
ever had, and a new 
e-commerce site. 
While the to-go 
kits are a great 
option for 
keeping 
customers 
out of  
the studio, 
personalized retail 
offerings keep them out even 
more! 
      We decided our first retail line would 
be different from our traditional in-studio 
custom work where we paint on pottery; 
instead, we wanted to customize directly 
into clay. We began exploring mold options 
for dishes that we would then stamp with a 
family name, quote, monogram, or initials right 
into the clay. We loved that it was personalized IN 

Using Custom Work to Grow 
Your Business in Uncertain Times

BRANCHING OUT

T
By Susan Bucci, The Painted Peacock, Greenville, North Carolina

The PYOP business model is built on providing gathering places full of  laughter, creativity, and togetherness. In my 11 years in this 
industry, I never thought we’d be discussing ways to keep customers OUT of  our studio. As all studios were doing when the pandemic 
hit, we were frantically trying to figure out how to survive with very little source of  income. 

the clay, not just painted on top. This took it beyond what a customer 
could do in studio, making it more unique. Customers select their dish 
shape, the saying or name they want stamped, and their glaze colors. 
The beauty is that this is an extra source of  revenue both now and in 
the future when things are back to “normal.”
      Carrie Sealey of  Paint a Piece in Memphis, Tennessee, had a similar 

shutdown experience. She worked frantically to create a new 
e-commerce site to sell not only pottery-to-go 

kits, but also personalized gifts geared 
toward teachers and students, 
such as personalized pencil cups 
and wall decor. Personalized 

boards shaped as pencils provided 
gift options for teachers, while 

photo prop signs for students were 
perfect for those classic first-day-of-

school photos. Back in March, Carrie 
also created easy handprint take-home 

kits. Customers take the pottery and 
paint home to capture the handprint, then 

Carrie and her team complete all the custom 
work. This was an especially helpful stream 

of  additional revenue for Mother’s Day and 
Father’s Day.

      Even for studios back to offering sit-down 
service, a quick handprint workshop is another 

great way to capture a print in about 15 minutes, 
which makes for quick table turnover. The customer 

leaves the piece with you to finish, comes 
back when it is ready, and you get to see the 

financial benefit. e
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Find a Routine and Promote! Many of  us have already uprooted 
our trained customers who knew our studio hours off the top of  their 
head, so set a day and time and stick to it. The more consistency you 
create, the better success you will have with returning viewers. Get 
creative with a name and make sure to verbally repeat it during your 
Live. As a child, I always remembered Bewitched Be-Wednesday and 
had the ice cream ready before staying up watching Nick at Nite.
 Keep Your Content Spicy! Watching the same person selling the 
same white pottery on screen can get boring. With the holidays around 
the corner, fun themes should come easy and an abundance of  painted 
examples make visualizing ideas simple. By creating a theme for each 
week, your customers will remain engaged and eager to see what you 
will entertain them with time after time. If  you are comfortable, surprise 
them with a wacky costume to go along with the theme, or just a funky 
wig to cover the gray hairs this year has given you.
 Build Your Relationships. We are a small business. Surely you 
have those loyal customers whose entire life story you know (along with 
the life of  their auntie three states over). Staying personable will help 
to foster those conversations. Your customers don’t always want to 
listen to you just talk about pottery, so remember that responsiveness 
and authentic interaction will prompt viewers to share more thoughts 
and opinions. When you ask how that auntie is doing, you will already 
be subconsciously selling pottery-to-go when that customer responds 
that she’ll be visiting next month.
 Support Your Live Sales. Much of  your conversations may 
relate back to previous FB Live sessions where you are not necessarily 
selling product. Yes, you may have to go Live more than once a week! 
Some studios believe in going Live every day, showcasing “exclusive 
behind the scenes” of  how you dip pottery, unload a kiln, or a fun 
technique, which over time help customers grow to appreciate the 
studio process and the workings of  a small business. While building this 
relationship, be prepared with questions to ask or 
find creative topics to prompt interaction.
 Give Back! It’s sure fun to make sales, but you 
should never forget to show your gratitude to these 
oh-so-loyal customers. An easy way is to include 
freebie items in all Live Sale orders; maybe it’s just a 
small add-on or tot-sized item that costs you pennies. 
Other options include stuffing bags with small, not-so 
popular items that won’t move. The surprise when 
your customer receives it is worth much more than 
collecting dust on your shelf  or getting tossed in 
the bin. Or swap gift cards with a neighboring local 
business in an attempt to reach their customer base 
as well. Mention that business as a “sponsor” or add 

them as a collaborator for the FB event and ask them to share with their 
customers to multiply your reach.
 Take a Deep Breath and Get Live. It’s hard to argue the 
potential that Facebook Live sales offer, at a time when so many people 
are craving human interaction, especially with local businesses that 
make their community unique. As your audience base grows, be excited 
and willing to embrace that YOU are many people’s weekly, if  not daily, 
dose of  laughter and distraction.
 Prep work: Create a FB Event. Post hype stories to FB to keep 
top of  mind (don’t forget Instagram Stories too). Build your audience 
by broadcasting other Live videos without selling.
During your FB Live sale: Tell customers to subscribe to be notified 
when you go Live. Comment SOLD when a piece sells, FB message 
them when done. Promote future events. Point out when you’re actually 
Live and what to do for viewers watching a recording.

HOLIDAY IDEAS
Presents for Pets. Sell ornaments, pet dishes, treat jars, and figurines 
for children to replicate their own fur baby. Include a freebie dog treat 
or toy made by a local business. Invite a local shelter in with 2–3 pets 
looking for forever homes that you can showcase during the Live.
 Blizzards & Beverageware. On a soon to be snowy night, sell 
wine glasses, mugs, steins, and more. Invite your customers to pour 
some hot cocoa or mulled wine. Partner with a local winery or brewery to 
offer a special if  they pick up a drink from their establishment. Pick up or 
swap several gift certificates from them as well to show your appreciation 
and they are very likely to share the enthusiasm about your Live Sale.
 Cookies for Santa. Feature fun themed cookie plates and 
trays. Customers are more comfortable creating items that have some 
direction to them, so steer away from “blank canvas” pottery like 
standard dinner plates. Offer the option to pair their order with a half  

dozen cookies 
to decorate 
from a local 
bakery to make 
their evening of  
creating extra 
sweet. e

Live Sales and Local Connections
By Ashley Prince, Pickled Palette, Sioux City, Iowa

TThe Bob Dylan classic “The Times They Are A-Changin’” should be an anthem that resonates with all of  us as studio owners facing the atypical 
business conditions of this year. When it comes to engaging our customers, we’ve repeatedly found ourselves reinventing our approach 
amidst a year that has thrown turmoil at us from every direction. First attempts to communicate may have been a lengthy heartfelt social 
media post, or an email detailing your new processes and a link to your new online store. While time marches on and isolation continues, 
FB Live Sales can become Dylan’s harmonica that your customers hum along to all while your business invents new ways to capture sales.

STUDIO SPECIAL
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How to Choose. Like many, we have always been first come, first serve 
in our studio. But with limited capacity, trying to stagger arrival times, and 
customers leery about not having a dedicated table, it’s been time to 
reevaluate. At the time of this writing, we are still doing reservations by 
phone, but as we anticipate getting busier during the holidays, I look to make 
my system more streamlined and easier to manage with a software solution.
 You’ll want to decide your budget upfront and weigh whether the 
cost of  your software will be balanced by its utility. Additionally, determine 
if  you plan on charging a reservation fee; some options allow this and 
some do not or will charge higher processing fees. That said, here are a 
mix of  options currently available.

Software You Already Use (pricing varies; contact your provider) 
The best place to start is always using what you already have. Studios 
using software like CCSA Suppliers Occasion or Placefull could consider 
creating resources for their tables in the studio and facilitate table 
bookings through that. Ask your provider if  they have recommendations. 
 Additionally, check with your POS provider to see if  they have a 
solution that will integrate with your current POS. Square offers 
Appointments; while it may require some workarounds, it may be a viable 
option for studios with minimal tables and is in beta testing for table 
reservations. Clover offers SeatOn, a robust table management systems 
free for the first 100 reservations or waitlist covers.

Waitlist.Me (starting at $19.99/month on an annual plan) In the Before 
Times, my studio had started to use Waitlist.Me as a simple and free waitlist 
app. That is still offered, but they have expanded into table management as 
well. The simplicity of their waitlist app is great and while the backend UI isn’t 
the slickest out there, the app itself is simple to use for employees who may 
be seating groups. They have great help articles and tutorials; however, the 
only option is email for more support, which could be an issue for those not 
comfortable with trial and error. Good choice for: Studios who want to try a 
waitlist or reservation system without a huge commitment.

OpenTable (starts at $249/month +$1/network cover) OpenTable is 
well-known in the restaurant industry. Beyond reservations, it offers 
table and guest management, integrations with other services, and 
tracking and insights. The biggest benefit may be that you join its own 
huge network and show up in its app—OpenTable is really more of  
a marketing company now, rather than exclusively table management. 
However, being a part of  the OpenTable “family” comes with a bigger 
price tag. While they are offering free use of  the platform through March 
2021, be sure to read through the terms as you may be tied into a 
minimum contract. Good choice for: Those who want top-of-the-line 
software with an industry leader—and don’t mind paying for it!

Feeling Reserved: Reservation Systems
TECH TALK: MODERN BUSINESS TOOLS FOR YOUR STUDIO

By Maegan Supple, The Pottery Stop, Ellicott City, Maryland

LLet me be the millionth person to tell you: we are well into the “new normal” these days. We’ve all made adjustments to our studios and 
our procedures, both big and small, to make it work. Some big ones, like introducing e-commerce, were easier to see the necessity for 
and prioritize. Changes in studio layout and cleaning procedures were also clear, and sometimes mandated by regional restrictions. But 
some adjustments to day-to-day studio operations have been slower coming or have popped up as we progress through the stages of  
reopening. A big one for many has been accommodating reservations.

ResyOS (starts at $249/month + 3% fee for prepaid reservations) 
Another top-of-the-line reservation system, this is a fancy way to manage 
tables at your studio. Their software is cloud-based and able to be used 
on iOS devices, and they’ve done some great pivoting like so many of  
us have. Their Mobile Waitlist is a potential game changer for helping 
manage a Call Ahead list as opposed to specific reservation blocks. 
They’ve also started Resy At Home to help their users host virtual events 
and offer curbside pickup. Through 2020, Resy is waiving the 3% fee for 
prepaid reservations, so it may be a great time to try them out. Good 
choice for: Those who want premium services, without cover fees.

TOCK (starting at $199/month + 2% fee on prepaid reservations) 
Founded in 2014, Tock is a newer addition to online reservations and 
is used by 3,000+ restaurants and wineries. I’ve used this app as a 
customer and was impressed with how simple and intuitive it is. It offers 
a dedicated booking page on their website, a booking widget that can 
be embedded into a WordPress Site, and booking through their app. 
Two-way messaging for waitlisted customers, robust analytics, and ability 
to upsell help round out this system. They’ve also recently updated to 
“Tock 2.0,” which offers reservations, delivery, event management, and 
more all seamlessly integrated. Good choice for: Clean, simple, and 
responsive, this is my favorite of  the high-end reservation systems.

Zomato (not definitively available, anecdotally $150–160/month per 
location; contact them for a quote) Zomato is already used by a few 
CCSA studios! A terrific feature is smart table management, which uses 
algorithms to help predict what seating you’ll have available and when, 
and helps you plan where to seat your groups to maximize table turnover. 
With great analytics you can drill down to see customer preferences. 
However, their booking app is not embedded onto your site, offers limited 
customization, and there is currently no option to add a reservation fee 
if  you’re going that route. Good choice for: Studios needing a robust 
platform, without the name recognition of  other market leaders.

HostMe (starts at $39/month + processing fees through Stripe if  
you charge reservations fees) This platform starts to bring together 
high-level table management features without the sticker shock. The 
back end is easy to navigate with tons of  customizations available. Key 
features include smart table management (with the ability to adjust 
defaults), waitlists and reservations with automatic SMS notifications 
and reminders, the ability to block off tables if  needed, and integration 
with Google Reservations. Plus, HostMe offers a two-week free trial—an 
unusual offering in this sphere. Good choice for: Studios wanting to try a 
robust reservation system without the hefty price tag. e
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Write a Love Letter to Your Customers
SERVICE WITH A SMILE

by Margaret Nevill, The Mad Platter, Columbia, South Carolina

Remember the first set of  stationery you received as a kid? Mine was a 
Holly Hobby letter set (showing you my age!). I couldn’t wait to write a 
letter to someone, just to say hello. Think of  your computer as a modern 
“box of  stationery” to compose a new type of  letter to your customers. 
Update your “envelope” by checking your Google 
listing to see if  the hours are correct. Take a good 
look at your website and make any corrections 
needed. This is the best time to join social media if  
you have not already. How can anyone hear you if  
you are not talking about your business?
 Sending out a message to customers to let 
them know you are open, and in what capacity, is 
extremely important. Shout it from the rooftops, or in this case, social 
media channels and emails. Let people in your area know that you are 
ready to safely conduct business. This would be a great time to share 
with your community that you are open to serving not only their creative 

HHave you written a love letter to your customers lately? A note to say that you are here, you are open (whether in place or virtually), 
and you care.

sides, but also their emotional need to connect. Remember, your older 
customers may want you to be 100% back to the studio they know 
and love. Having an opening plan in place can help you to reach them 
effectively and creatively.

 The type of  letters you send are just as important as 
the inboxes receiving them. Are you having a live sale 
event on Facebook? Send out a save the date on 
all social media to join you on that day. Miss seeing 
your customers face to face? Record a message and 
post it. Show videos or pictures of  what you have 
been doing while you were gone. Consider asking 
customers to post photos of  their work-at-home 

office with a mug or planter created at your shop. Ask them to send you 
questions and answer them in a Facebook or Instagram story. Always 
keep in mind that consistency with your content is key. Nothing frustrates 
a customer more than being unable to find information about a business 

due to the business not keeping 
their lines of  communication open.
   Emotionally connecting with 
both your seasoned customers and 
those you are trying to attract will 
establish a positive communication 
channel moving forward with your 
business. Consider creating a 
set of  policies for you and your 
staff to have as a guideline when 
communicating with customers. 
Set up a plan for how you will 
follow the guidelines of  your city 
or town and state. The protocols 
you follow as an owner and staff 
will be important to conveying a 
safe space for service. Look at how 
your staff are masked, the signage 
you have placed in your studio, 
and what your plans are should a 
staff member or customer become 
infected with COVID. Once you have 
protocols or plans in place, you 
and your staff will be able to speak 
with confidence to new and existing 
customers.
   When all else fails, pull out that 
Holly Hobby stationery and write a 
real letter. Nothing beats a simple 
handwritten note to let them know 
you’re still thinking of  them. e

SENDING OUT A MESSAGE SENDING OUT A MESSAGE 
TO CUSTOMERS TO LET TO CUSTOMERS TO LET 
THEM KNOW YOU ARE THEM KNOW YOU ARE 

OPEN, AND IN WHAT OPEN, AND IN WHAT 
CAPACITY, IS EXTREMELY CAPACITY, IS EXTREMELY 

IMPORTANT.IMPORTANT.
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www.bisqueimports.com
www.totalmosaic.com
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WHAT IS REELS?
Instagram Reels is a new way to create short, 
fun, and engaging video content for your brand. 
No outside app is necessary; Reels are created 
right in the Stories portion of  the app. At the 
time of  writing, the maximum length of  a Reel is 
15 seconds. Text, filters, emojis, stickers, and 
gifs can all be used in a Reel. These short videos 
can be shared in your Stories, on your main 
profile, and the Explore Feed. The Explore Feed 
shares Reels with you based on the content that 
you engage with the most.

WHY REELS?
As I’m sure you’ve guessed, Reels is Instagram’s 
response to TikTok. According to an article in 
AdWeek, TikTok generated “the most downloads 
for any app ever in a quarter” in the first quarter 
of  2020. Surpassing Gen-Zs as the highest 
users, Millennials now make up the main user 
base. If  you need a reminder, Millennials are 
buying your products. This type of  quick and 
creative video marketing is getting you and 
your product in front of  more people than 
ever before. Like any new feature in an app, 
Instagram is prioritizing users who are making 
Reels. All of  these reasons are why you should 
be creating Reels for your studio.

HOW TO CREATE A REEL
 1. Swipe over to the Instagram Stories camera and click on Reels 
at the bottom, near the record button.
 2. Search songs by clicking on the Audio button (the music note) 
at the top of  the stack to the left of  the screen.
 3. Change the speed of  the video by clicking the second button. 
The speed choices are .3x, .5x, 1x, 2x, and 3x.
 4. Add filters to your video by clicking the third button, Effects.
 5. Set a timer by clicking the fourth button. You can designate how 
long the clip will be by sliding the bar. There will be a countdown before 
recording begins.
 6. Hold down the record button to film video.
 7. To view and edit what was recorded, click on the backwards 
arrow to the left of  the record button. Edit by clicking on the scissors 
icon. Trim the clip by moving the white bar to the left or right. Delete the 
entire clip by clicking on the garbage icon.

   8. Repeat steps 
6 and 7 until the 15 
seconds have been 
filled.
   9. Click the arrow 
to the right of  the 
record button to see the 
15-second edited video.
   10. At this stage, you 
can add gifs, stickers, 
emojis, text, or use the 
Draw tool.
   11. Click the arrow 
button to find the Share 
page. Here you can write 
a caption (please use 
hashtags), change the 
cover photo, and decide 
if  this Reel will live 
permanently under the 
Reels tab on your profile 
page or if  it will go in 
the Stories, which will 
disappear in 24 hours.

HELPFUL HINTS
		e I think it’s 
helpful to have a healthy 
fear of  new apps 
and their likelihood 

of  crashing. I recommend filming outside of  the app in your regular 
camera roll.
	 e Trimming long clips in the edit portion of  Reels is tedious, 
and only gets harder towards the end of  a Reel. Before you film, think 
about your final Reel. What steps do you want to show? Film with these 
steps in mind. Instead of  filming one five-minute video that you plan 
to cut down in the app, split it into five one-minute videos. This makes 
trimming in the app much easier.
	 e You can only access the last video that has been recorded. 
Keep this in mind as you are editing. You have to make sure each clip is 
exactly what you want before you move on!
	 e Text can be added to specific portions of  the video. Click the 
text button on the top of  the screen. Type and drag to where you want 
the text to stay. This text will stay in that spot throughout each clip. 
If  you want that text to disappear and new text to appear, click the 

Instagram Reels 101
By Ammie Williams, @ammieyall

YYou’ve taken the classes and really stepped up your Instagram game! I’m so proud of  you! But in August, just when you were starting 
to feel like you’d gotten a grasp on Instagram, the platform threw you a curveball with their new video feature, Reels. You feel annoyed, 
intimidated, and just plain ol’ tired. I see you, I hear you, and I’m going to give you all the information you need to feel less annoyed and 
intimidated by this new feature. (About the tired thing, I’ve got nothing. I raise my fourth cup of  coffee to you in salute.)

STUDIO SPECIAL
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text sitting above the play bar at the bottom of  the screen. When it is 
highlighted white, you can trim the clip, telling the text where you want 
it to stop and start. Click the text, changing it to black, when it is in the 
correct spot.
	 e Keep text short and simple—15 seconds doesn’t give the 
viewer a lot of  time to read!
	 e Not ready to share? Save as draft, which you can find under 
the Reels tab on your profile.
	 e Just like any new thing, you will make bad Reels at first. You will 
hate it. Just keep going!

TYPES OF REELS TO MAKE RIGHT NOW
	 e Introductory: Put yourself  and your employees out there so 
people get to know you and your brand.
	 e Behind the scenes: painting, glazing, loading and unloading 
kilns, teaching workshops.
	 e COVID-centric: Show the sanitization precautions you are taking 
to keep customers and employees safe.
	 e Unboxing: Show us your shipment!
	 e Highlight: Bisque shapes you love, go-to techniques, and 
specialty glazes.
	 e Advertise: SELL! Show what’s coming up and give everyone 
major FOMO (fear of  missing out).
	 e Duh stuff: I’m big on providing customers with context. Just 
because you know the ins and outs of  pottery painting doesn’t mean 
your customers do. Show them things they may not understand non-
fired snow goes on trees AFTER firing! This is why we do three coats of  
color. This is a kiln, not an oven! I’m dipping your pieces in overglaze to 
help protect the piece and make it food safe!
	 e When all else fails, dance. ¯\_(?)_/¯ e

www.grpotteryforms.com
https://www.facebook.com/grpotteryforms/
https://www.instagram.com/gr.pottery.forms/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRRs0knYfaw
https://www.pinterest.com/grpotteryforms/
www.pyopstudiostuff.com
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Gently remove the paper cutout. A 
toothpick can help get under the edge.

Align the tissue tracing with the shield 
shape on the plate. Trace over the 
pattern with a marker to transfer the 
whole design.

Paint the deer Medium Brown, the antlers 
Cream, and the bow Red.

For the bow, add Reddish Brown shading, 
and some White highlights with a dry brush. 
Add Light Brown highlights to the antlers.

Use a Bright Blue writer bottle to add 
snowflakes on the shield area.

Use a Red writer bottle to create the 
lettering, outline the shield, and add a 
dotted collar to the deer.

With a snowflake stamp or a White writer bottle, make 
snowflakes in the background. Use a White writer bottle or 
the back end of  a paintbrush to add random White dots over 

the background.

Create a Red dashed border around the piece for a finished 
edge.

Clear glaze and fire to Cone 06. e

By Jennifer Ann Scott, Pitter Potter Studio, Cordova, Tennessee

SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Square plate or platter
 Pattern
 Tissue paper
 Pencil
 Sponge
 Marker
 Toothpick
 Assorted brushes
      Writer bottles
      Snowflake stamp (optional)

GLAZE COLORS: 
 White Pale Blue  Medium Brown
 Cream Red  Reddish Brown
 Bright Blue

Place tissue paper over the pattern and trace the whole 
design with a pencil. Save the tracing for step 5.

Cut out the shield shape from the paper pattern. Paint one 
good coat of  White where the cutout will be placed. When 
dry, wet the shield cutout, position in the center of  the plate, 

and press to adhere. Using a wet sponge, remove the White from the 
background outside the cutout.

Paint 3 good coats of  Pale Blue over the whole plate except 
in the middle of  the paper cutout.
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Check out the Check out the 

digital edition digital edition 

for more tips and for more tips and 

tricks on this tricks on this 
technique!technique!
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By Susan Bucci, The Painted Peacock, Greenville, North Carolina

SUPPLIES
      Cone 06 clay (weight varies on mold shape and size)
      Any GR Pottery Form
      Rubber rib
      X-Acto knife
      Sponge
      Letter stamps (cookie, clay, or concrete stamps work great)
      Gare Matte Black (Ebony 9216)
      Gare Plum Island (9538)
      Gare Sandy Beach (9527)
      Mayco Crystals Plum Jelly (s27044)
      Gare Magic Flow (9555)
      

Place clay on a board. Roll a slab larger than your GR Pottery 
Form. Compress the slab in 2 directions on one side of  the 
slab using a rubber rib.

Set the form down on the slab (with the smaller end of  the 
form—the bottom of  the dish on the clay) and cut around it, 
about ?” larger than the bigger edge.

Flip the whole board and form over onto your hand, remove 
the board, and hold the form with the clay slab on top. 
(Because the slab is larger than the form, setting it down 
would be tricky at this point.)

Using the rubber rib, compress the slab slowly over the 
form, starting at what will be the bottom of  the dish and 
lightly compressing your way down to the lip of  the dish.

Use an X-Acto knife to cut off the excess clay off, holding the 
knife flush to the form. (You’ll trim a bit more at the leather-
hard stage.) Smooth with a slightly damp sponge.

Set the dish in an area without any drafts for about 4–6 
hours (depending on clay moisture and humidity). Once the 
clay has reached a leather-hard stage, flip the form over. 
Run the X-Acto lightly across the edge at a 45-degree angle, 

using the form as a guide. Remove the form and compress the clay rim 
with your finger.

With letter stamps, gently press a name or quote into the 
dish. (TIP: For crisp letters, do not stamp while the clay is 
tacky. Wait until the dish is leather hard.)

Allow to dry slowly to avoid warping. Fire to cone 04.

Wipe the bisque dish down with water to remove excess dust. 
Paint 4 coats of  Ebony over the whole piece. Do not go too 
heavy over your stamped letters.

Paint 1 heavy coat of  Plum Island around the rim. Allow to 
dry.

Paint 1 coat of  Sandy Beach over the Plum, and a little 
further down. Allow to dry.

Paint 1 coat of  Plum Jelly over the Sandy Beach and a little 
further down. Allow to dry.

Paint one coat of  magic flow on the Plum Jelly, just where it 
meets the Ebony.

Fire to cone 06. e

Customized 
Stamped Dish
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Water down Cobalt Blue and Ultramarine Blue and cover an 
edge of  the painting with one of  the colors. Tilt the canvas 
to help the watery paint flow to give a watercolor effect. 

Cover another edge of  the painting with the other blue, and repeat the 
tilting process. Allow to dry.

Repeat step 5 to add more color and vibrancy to the 
watercolor background. Focus the paint behind the bear to 
give a darker background. Allow to dry.

To darken the background, wet only those areas behind 
the bear. Using watered-down Pthalo Blue and Ultramarine 
Blue, add each color separately to the background, tilting 
the canvas and letting the paint drip off of  the edge to get 

a good semi-solid background. Add as many drip sections as necessary 
until you’re pleased with the watercolor background. Allow to dry.

Paint the edge of  the canvas Pthalo Blue to give a framed 
look to the painting. This also helps to cover up any messy 
drips on the canvas edge.

Mix clear glue and water and gently paint this on the 
portions of  the background that you want to sparkle. Dust 
with silver and/or white glitter. Allow to dry. e

By Stormy Russ, Fired Up! Victoria, British Columbia

SUPPLIES
 8”x10” canvas
 Pattern
 Transfer paper
 #1 round brush
 #10 round brush
 Clear glue
 Silver or white glitter

ACRYLIC PAINT COLORS: 
 Mars Black Cobalt Blue Ultramarine Blue
 Pthalo Blue

Trace the polar bear outline onto your canvas with transfer 
paper.

Using a #1 round brush with Mars Black, outline the traced 
design.

Using the #1 round brush in a stippling motion, dot black 
paint all over the bear’s nose, focusing more of  the dots 
around the nostrils for depth. Dot three small black dots on 
the bears cheeks to show its whiskers. Allow to dry fully.

Once the black paint is dry, wet the entire canvas with a 
brush. Be careful to not rub too hard to avoid loosening 
the black paint.
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Paint the shutters, doorknob, and roof with 1–2 coats of White. 
Paint the “icing” drips under the roof with 2 coats of White.

Lightly sketch gumdrops along the bottom of  the house 
and on the roof  and paint with 2 coats each of  Bright 
Yellow, Orange, Peach, Mint, and Bright Green. On the roof, 

make 3–4 gumdrops per row, starting at the bottom, which will help to 
overlap the gumdrops and create a more whimsical look. 

With the detail brush, paint a wreath on the door with Bright 
Green.

Outline the icing, windows, gumdrops, and anything else 
desired in Black with a writer bottle or the detail brush. Also 
add Black details to the shutters and chimney.

Using the Pure White French Dimensions or a White writer 
bottle, make a bow on the door, candy canes shapes 
coming up from the bottom edge, loops of  lines as a 

garland around the house, and some random dots. Let dry for a few 
minutes.

Once dry, use a writer bottle or detail brush with Red to 
make small dots along all the white lines.

Paint the base of  the piece with Bright Yellow in the center 
and White around the edges and bottom.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e

By Lulu Villanueva, Custom Artist, As You Wish Pottery, 
Arizona, California, and Utah

SUPPLIES
 Bisque: Gumdrop House (Bisque Imports 2932)
 Small brush
 Detail brush
 Pencil

GLAZE COLORS: 
 Pumpkin Bright Yellow Red
 White Orange  Peach
 Mint  Bright Green Black

WRITER BOTTLES: 
 Black Red

DUNCAN FRENCH DIMENSIONS: 
 Pure White, or White writer bottle

Paint the house and chimney with 1–2 coats of  Pumpkin. 
Avoid the windows, roof, door, chimney cap, and base. (If  
necessary, lightly sketch a drippy line of  “icing” below the 

roof  line and paint up to this sketched line.)

Paint the inside of  the house and the windows with 1–2 
coats of  Bright Yellow.

Paint the window frames and the door with 2 coats of  Red.

Gumdrop HouseGumdrop House
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Lottie Cantu, Fire It Up Pottery & Art Studio, Sugar Land, TX

GLASS
 Base: Clear glass, 5”x10”
 Roof: 2 strips, 1/2”x51/2” in chosen color
 Heads: 6 squares, 1”–11/2” in off-white, peach, and/or brown
 Sheep: 3/4”x11/2” rectangle (body) and 3/4” square (head) in white
 Robes: Rectangles in varying sizes (11/2”–2”) of  different colors 
 Wise Men’s gifts: 3 small pieces of  dichroic glass
 Star: Yellow pebble and stringers
 Floor: Coarse frit 
 Headdresses: Small pieces of  colored glass 
 Manger: Small piece in brown

SUPPLIES
 Ruler
 Sharpie
 Cutting tools
 Tweezers
 Glue

On the long side of  the 5x10 base, mark the center point 
with a Sharpie. Next, measure down 1” from each upper 
corner and make a mark with the Sharpie. Draw a line from 
the center point mark to the mark on each side. Score and 

break to make the angled roof  line.

Glue the 2 roof  pieces to the top edge of  the base. If  
necessary, nip to fit.

Fused Glass Manger Scene
Nip the sheep’s body piece into an oval and round out the 
sheep’s head. Glue the sheep in place on one side of  the 
base. Nip the sheep’s ears from small pieces of  white or 

black glass.

Nip the head squares to round them out, making one smaller 
for baby Jesus. Nip the colored rectangles into shapes for 
the robes of  Mary, Joseph, and the Wise Men. Glue the robes 

and heads into place, leaving a little room at the bottom for the coarse 
frit floor. 

Nip a brown shard into the shape of  the manger and use the 
small circle for the baby’s head. Use a small colored scrap 
for the blanket. Glue pieces into place.

Cut small colorful shards for headdresses and glue in place.

Glue the small pieces of  dichroic glass as the Wise Men’s 
gifts.

Place a line of  glue along the bottom edge and add coarse 
frit.

Glue a yellow pebble for the star at the apex of  the roof  line. 
Add yellow stringers for light rays around the star and above 
the baby’s head.

Fire to a tack fuse and slump if  desired. e
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By Crista Toler, Studio Market Coordinator, Mayco

TREND FLASH
What’s the Color of the Year All About?

Utilizing Color Predictions 
for the Upcoming Year



Pottery-to-Go Kits
By Julia McNair, Do It Yourself  Crafts, Birmingham, Alabama

STUDIO SPECIAL

From Sandra Mandell, Oliloli Studio (olilolistudio.com), 
Forest Hills, New York

We reimagined the studio experience in an online shop. 
We loaded all our pieces in a Square shop. We include product pictures and samples when possible.

EXAMPLE: 
https://olilolistudio.square.site/product/small-twisted-gourd-to-go-kit/1413?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=8

We include 2 new brushes purchased from:
 https://www.artistpaintbrush.com, a CCSA supplier. (Approx. cost is $1.50 for two brushes). 

We sourced boxes and soufflé cups from https://www.webstaurantstore.com.

BOXES WE USE:
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/bio-plus-earth-04bpearthm-8-x-6-x-3-1-2-kraft-microwavable-paper-4-take-out-container-

case/79504BPKRAFT.html

https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-10-x-10-x-2-white-corrugated-plain-pizza-bakery-box-bundle/245CB10%20%20%20%20%20WHITE.
html

SOUFFLÉ CUPS:
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-pet-plastic-lid-for-0-5-to-1-25-oz-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127PL100.html

https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-0-5-oz-clear-plastic-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127P050C.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-1-oz-clear-plastic-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127P100C.html

THIS IS OUR PROCESS:
Purchase your pottery-to-go kit online and we will have it ready for you to pick up at the studio. 

Please allow 24 hours to process your order. 
We are a small team following strict safety precautions as we assemble to-go kits and process pottery.

Your to-go kit includes everything you need: Your Pottery Piece, Glaze, 2 Brushes, Instructions, and a Firing Form.
You can purchase additional glaze separately online.

All purchases must be made online to minimize person-to-person contact. 
We will not be able to process transactions at the studio.

Paint your pottery at home. 
When finished painting, allow the glaze to dry, carefully wrap up your pottery, and place it in the bag or box. 

Be sure to include your completed Firing Form.
Drop off your pottery at Oliloli. 

We will clear glaze and fire your pottery in our kilns.
Allow two weeks from the drop-off date for your pottery to be ready for pick-up.

https://olilolistudio.square.site/product/small-twisted-gourd-to-go-kit/1413?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=8
https://www.artistpaintbrush.com
https://www.webstaurantstore.com
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/bio-plus-earth-04bpearthm-8-x-6-x-3-1-2-kraft-microwavable-paper-4-take-out-container-case/79504BPKRAFT.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/bio-plus-earth-04bpearthm-8-x-6-x-3-1-2-kraft-microwavable-paper-4-take-out-container-case/79504BPKRAFT.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/bio-plus-earth-04bpearthm-8-x-6-x-3-1-2-kraft-microwavable-paper-4-take-out-container-case/79504BPKRAFT.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-10-x-10-x-2-white-corrugated-plain-pizza-bakery-box-bundle/245CB10%20%20%20%20%20WHITE
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-pet-plastic-lid-for-0-5-to-1-25-oz-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127PL100.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-0-5-oz-clear-plastic-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127P050C.html
https://www.webstaurantstore.com/choice-1-oz-clear-plastic-souffle-cup-portion-cup-case/127P100C.html




Pottery Painting At HomePottery Painting At Home
In You KitIn You Kit: : Ceramic piece, 2 brushes, glaze pots. 
You will needYou will need: : A small bowl of water and paper towel.

The paint used on pottery is a “glaze.” We are unable to fire pottery with any other We are unable to fire pottery with any other 
type of paint. Only use the paint provided in your to-go kit or purchased through type of paint. Only use the paint provided in your to-go kit or purchased through 
Oliloli.Oliloli.

Avoid getting oily substances such as lotion or grease on your pottery, they will repel the 
glaze during the firing process.

Glaze colors appear lighter and chalky before firing. One coat is transparent; three coats 
is solid. Allow the glaze to dry between coats. 

If layering glazes, apply dark colors over light colors. Unpainted areas will be glossy 
white after firing.

Use water to clean brushes when switching colors. Mistakes can be cleaned with a damp 
cloth or paper towel.

You can use a #2 pencil to lightly sketch on your pottery; the marks will burn away 
during firing.

When finished painting, allow the glaze to dry, carefully wrap-up your pottery, and When finished painting, allow the glaze to dry, carefully wrap-up your pottery, and 
place it the bag or box. Be sure to include your completed Firing Form.  We will place it the bag or box. Be sure to include your completed Firing Form.  We will 
clear glaze and fire your pottery in our kilns. Allow two weeks from the drop-off clear glaze and fire your pottery in our kilns. Allow two weeks from the drop-off 
date for your pottery to be fired.date for your pottery to be fired.

HAPPY PAINTING!HAPPY PAINTING!

Firing FormFiring Form

First Name: _______________________  Last Name: _______________________ 

Cell Phone #: _______________________ Drop-off Date*: ____________________ 
*Your pottery will be ready for pick-up two weeks after the drop-off date.

Describe your project: ________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
(It’s a good idea to initial your pottery on the bottom with glaze)

All our paints and glazes are non-toxic, lead-free, and food-safe. Hand-wash your fired pottery as 
you would any fine hand-painted pottery. We recommend that you do not place your pottery in 
dishwashers and microwaves. Imperfections are part of the charm of the handmade process.

103-23 Metropolitan Ave. 
Forest Hills, NY 11375 
 
718-261-1238 
info@olilolistudio.com 
www.olilolistudio.com 
@olilolistudio
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Using Custom Work to Grow 
Your Business in Uncertain Times

BRANCHING OUT

By Susan Bucci, The Painted Peacock, Greenville, North Carolina

DESIGN
First, get in your wheelhouse. Did you already offer custom painting? 
Board art? If  you don’t already use clay, now might now be the time 
to start experimenting. What style and medium comes easy to you 
already? Keep it simple, and most importantly keep it to your brand. 
If  you’re like us, the custom work options can be endless. (“Let us 
know what you want and we make it happen!”) When transitioning to 
online sales, having endless possibilities is overwhelming both to you 
and to the customer, so keep it simple, clean, and easy to choose. Our 
first step was to narrow the options down and streamline the process. 
Customers love to be told what they want. They trust our expertise!

      Come up with specific designs that can be applied to several differ-
ent pottery styles, of  varying sizes. This way you simply change which 
piece you put the design on without adding a ton of  extra work for you. 
We also recommend using a silkscreen or stencil to do the majority of  
the work wherever possible. Think of  silkscreens and stencils as an 
add-on to the customization, keeping the personalization as the focal 
point. Consider maximizing the seasons, holidays, and special occa-
sions with collections such as personalized pumpkins, family name 
ornaments, and gifts for the new baby. Streamlining and limiting options 
not only makes your life easier, but ensures the customer receives the 
best options and makes it appear to be more exclusive.



SELL
If  you aren’t already selling your pottery-to-go kits online, now is the 
time to start checking out e-commerce sites. Although you can get 
around online purchasing with an option for customers to call their 
order in, we are in an “I want it NOW!” kind of  world (cue Violet Beau-
regarde). People will place orders at 1 am when 
their minds are wandering, it’s finally quiet, and they 
can’t get to sleep. Customers have different needs 
and schedules, so it’s best to use that to your 
advantage.
      When selling on your site, ensure that the 
ordering process is simple and smooth. Can the 
customer pick exactly what color or phrase they want on their piece? 
Do they have to click through too many pages before they get to the 
cart? It is critical to make the “add to cart” process as streamlined 
as possible. Include clear photos so the customer knows exactly what 
they’re getting. You want to ensure customers get what they want 
without needing multiple follow-up emails or phone calls about their 
order. Any frustration could be a sale that is not made, so remember to 
keep it simple.

ADVERTISE
Finally, you need to market your custom products. One major focus this 
year is online but local—with the emphasis on local. Remind people 
that you are still their favorite local small business, one with a face and 
a family, one that offers fun and creative outlets for them. Emphasize 

that what they get from you is handmade and cre-
ated just for them.
      Keeping customers out of  the studio by 
providing custom work is a great way to bring in 
additional revenue this holiday season and beyond, 
while allowing flexibility in your schedule to create 
outside of  normal studio hours or during those slow 

in-studio times. Make it easy and smooth for your customers so it’s a 
no-brainer. Have fun with it and hopefully by the time we get customers 
back in the studio, you will have created a new line of  products with 
new customers that continues to add to your business through the 
years! e

EMPHASIZE THAT EMPHASIZE THAT 
WHAT THEY GET WHAT THEY GET 

FROM YOU IS HANDMADE FROM YOU IS HANDMADE 
AND CREATED JUST AND CREATED JUST 

FOR THEM.FOR THEM.









The SSX controller has 
an oversized capac-
itor that allows it to 
deliver power to the wheel head in 
a smooth, predictable fashion when 
you step on the foot pedal. This is 
particularly helpful when you are 
throwing at very slow speeds.

We help you make great things!

5 REASONS
Easy to Clean
Just twist and lift off the wheel head 
for full access to the splash pan. 

Continuous Duty Motors

Large 1 Piece Splash Pan

Heavy Duty Construction

Our 1/3 HP motor delivers more 
torque at the wheel head than the 
competitions 1 HP motor because it 
is rated for industrial use. No matter 
what anyone claims, our wheels will 
handle more clay.

Holds hours of trimmings. When you 
are done just pop off the wheel head 
and carry the whole pan, trimmings 
and all, to empty. Oh... and no leaks.

The shaft, wheel head, base and 
bearing block are the thickest and 
heaviest you will find. This wheel was 
designed by a Big Pot Potter who 
wanted to ensure stability.

Smooth as Silk

...for you to try a Skutt Wheel

Built in Splash Pan

Removable Splash Pan

Each splash pan style is available with your 
choice of a 1 HP, 1/2 HP or 1/3 HP motor.

Visit us at skutt.com for more information

www.skutt.com
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#5366 Stack of Gnomes 9” h x 5” w (left)
#7470 Gnome & Snowman Hugging 7.25” h x 5” w (right)

just They’re cute!

Where creativity comes to life.gare.com
888-289-4273

questions@gare.com

NEW!

mailto:questions@gare.com
www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


SUBSCRIBE TO OUR FREE CHANNEL
New techniques, how-to videos and more. Subscribe today and be notified whenever a 

new video drops.Share our videos with your staff and customers.

Let us know the videos/ techniques you want made, and we'll make them.
Subscribe today!

Subscribe 

is on YouTube!

Today!

https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
www.gare.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc
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just They’re cute!

#4226 Gnome Mug 4.25” h x 5.25” w 20 oz (right & left)
#5368 Snowman Head Light - Up 8.25” h x 6.25” w x 5” d (middle)

Where creativity comes to life.gare.com
888-289-4273

questions@gare.com

NEW!

mailto:questions@gare.com
www.gare.com
https://www.facebook.com/GareInc/
https://www.instagram.com/gareinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GareInc


MaycoColors.com

NEW 2020 COLORS

EL-151
Deep Water

EL-150
Fern

CG-1000
Mardi Gras

CG-1001
Gogh Iris

CG-998
Pink Pixie

CG-999
Jazz Notes

https://www.facebook.com/MaycoPotters
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/


MaycoColors.com

MB-1557  Textured Planters (3 Designs) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
5.25”L x 5.25”W x 3.5”H

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $4.00/ $24.00

MB-1556  Textured Bud Vases (3 Designs)  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
6.25”H x 3“Dia

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $4.00/ $24.00

MB-1555  Yeti Jar  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
6.75”L x 6.25”W x 6.75”H

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . . $8.00/$48.00

MB-1554 Yeti Mug  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
 5.5”L x 5”W x 4.25”H
 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . . $4.00/$24.00

MB-1553  Quirky Monkey  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4/case 
5”L x 5.”W x 6.5”H

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $5.75/ $23.00 

MB-1552 Quirky Frog  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4/case 
 5.25”L x 6”L x 4”H
 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $4.75/ $19.00

MB-1551 Quirky Bird .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4/case 
 6.5”L x 4.75”W x 4.75”H
 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $4.75/ $19.00

MB-1550  Dragon Mug .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
5.25’H x 4.25”W x 4.5”Dia

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $3.60/ $21.60

MB-1549  Dragon Plaque  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
13”L x 1.375”W x 10.125”H 

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $7.00/ $42.00

MB-1548  Faceted T-Rex  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4/case 
10.25”L x 4.25”W x 6.5”H

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $8.75/ $35.00

MB-1547 Faceted Dragon   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4/case 
 10.5”L x 5.75”W x 6”H
 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . $10.50/ $42.00

MB-1546  T-Rex Plaque  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
12.25”L x 10”W x 1.5”D

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $6.75/ $40.50

MB-1545  Llama Plaque  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
13.5”L x 9”W x 1.75”D

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $6.75/ $40.50

MB-1544  Gnome Jar  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
 7.5”H x 6”W x 5.75”D
 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . $6.00/ $36.00

MB-1543   Gnome Mug  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6/case 
4.25”H x 5.5”W x 4.25”D

 Suggested Wholesale Price/Case . . . . $3.60/$21.60

MB-1556 MB-1555

MB-1554MB-1552

MB-1551 MB-1550

MB-1546MB-1548

MB-1544

MB-1547

MB-1543

MB-1557

MB-1553

MB-1549

MB-1545

NEW BISQUE from

https://www.facebook.com/MaycoPotters
https://www.instagram.com/maycocolors/


JOLLY GREEN CHRISTMAS ELF
PRODUCTS USED

BISQUE
• MB-1463 Vintage Elf

COLOR

DECORATING ACCESSORIES
• SG-302 Snowfall
• ST-103 Retro Star Stamp
• CB-406 #6 Pointed Round
• CB-110 #10/0 Liner
• CB-604 #4 Soft Fan
• CB-106 #6 Script Liner

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
• Sponge-on-a-stick

INSTRUCTIONS 

Find this project and more online at:

• Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 bisque. 
Moisten a clean sponge and wipe bisque.

• Brush on two thinned coats of SC-20 Cashew 
Later to the face with the Soft Fan. Brush the hair 
with two coats of SC-42 Butter Me Up. Let dry.

• Mix SC-20 Cashew Later with SC-89 Cutie Pie 
Coral, brush to the cheeks of the elf with the 
Script Liner. Float thinned SC-48 Camel Back 
around the face and hair, in the mouth, ears, and 
around the eyes, use the Script Liner.

• Brush two coats of SC-26 Green Thumb thinned 
with the Soft Fan, let the glaze run off the suit 
and hat to avoid drips, after the second coat you 
should not see the bisque.

• Use SC-36 Irish Luck to shade around all the 
creases and shadow areas of the hat and elf suit, 
use the Script Liner.

• Brush the shoes with two-three coats of SC-74 
Hot Tamale.

• Stamp the hat and suit using ST-103 Retro Star 
Stamp, with SC-36 Irish Luck, use a sponge on a 
stick to apply the color to the stamp, press to the 
hat and suit.

• No need to clean glaze off the areas for the 
Snowfall, as Snowfall will cover. Use the Pointed 
Round to apply two coats to all Snowfall areas, 
collar, mittens, and hat band. Sgafitto a line to 
separate the mittens.

• Scrape off the glaze that is collected in the eyes. 
Brush two coats of SC-16 Cotton Tail to the whites 
of the eye, mix SC-76 Cara-Bein Blue with some 
SC-16 Cotton Tail to lighten, brush to the iris, with 
SC-15 Tuxedo to the pupil, use the Liner.

• Fire to cone 06.

MaycoColors.com

• SC-15 Tuxedo
• SC-16 Cotton Tail
• SC-20 Cashew Later
• SC-26 Green Thumb
• SC-36 Irish Luck

• SC-42 Butter Me Up
• SC-48 Camel Back
• SC-74 Hot Tamale
• SC-76 Cara-Bein Blue
• SC-89 Cutie Pie Coral

https://maycocolors.com


VINTAGE SNOWFLAKE SNOWMAN
PRODUCTS USED

BISQUE
• MB-1473 Vintage Snowman

COLOR       

 
 
 

DECORATING ACCESSORIES
• CB-110 #10/0 Liner
• CB-604 #4 Soft Fan
• CB-106 #6 Script Liner

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
• Snowflake Paper Punch
• Paper
• Sponge

INSTRUCTIONS 

Find this project and more online at:

• SC-2 Melon-Choly
• SC-8 Just Froggy
• SC-15 Tuxedo
• SC-16 Cotton Tail
• SC-27 Sour Apple
• SC-30 Blue Dawn

• SC-73 Candy Apple Red
• SC-75 Orange-A-Peel
• SC-81 Cinnamon Stix
• SC-93 Honeydew List
• SG-701 Star Dust
• S-2101 Clear Brushing 

• Begin with properly fired shelf cone 04 Bisque. 
Moisten a clean sponge and wipe bisque.

• Use the Soft Fan to apply two thinned coats of 
SC-93 Honeydew List to the scarf and mittens.

• Apply one thinned coat of SC-27 Sour Apple over 
the Honeydew List, letting it puddle in the detail.

• Use the Soft Fan to apply three thinned coats 
of SC-73 Candy Apple Red to the jacket and hat 
band. When dry, use the Script Liner to float SC-
81 Cinnamon Stix into the shadow areas of the 
jacket. Then float  SC-30 Blue Dawn around the 
snowman’s body and facial features.

• Use the Liner to add stripes to the scarf with two 
coats of SC-73 Candy Apple Red. Outline the 
stripes with SC-15 Tuxedo. Add black dot detail 
with the tip of the Liner brush. Use the Script 
Liner to float SC-8 Just Froggy in the creases and 
edges of the scarf and mittens.

• Punch out the snowflake shapes - you’ll use the 
negative space from the punch. Wet the areas 

on the jacket for the paper shape and press onto 
the snowman.  Make sure to seal the edges to 
prevent color seeping. Apply two coats of SC-16 
Cotton Tail then remove the paper.

• Apply SC-16 Cotton Tail to the areas on the body 
with the blue snowflakes. Press the paper shapes 
into the wet glaze, then apply two coats of SC-30 
Blue Dawn. Remove the paper.

• Sponge the cheeks with SC-2 Melon Choly. Apply 
two coats of SC-75 Orange-A-Peel to the nose 
and SC-30 Blue Dawn to the eyes. Use the Liner to 
outline mouth, eyes and scarf with SC-15 Tuxedo.

• Use the Script Liner to apply two coats of SC-15 
Tuxedo to the hat and one coat to the buttons.

• Use the Soft Fan to apply one coat of SG-701 Star 
Dust to the jacket and hat. Use the same brush to 
apply S-2101 Clear Brushing to the remainder of 
the snowman.

• Fire to 06.

MaycoColors.com

https://maycocolors.com


 
AL L- IN-ONE  TAKE  N 'MAKE  K I TS

 
Check Out Our Diverse

Drop Ship

Options

Availible!

TKMF-025

TKMF-031

TKMA-032

TKMM-006

TKMA-020

WEBSITE

www.bisqueimports.com 

SOCIALS

@bisqueimports 

CONTACT

Phone: (704) 829.9290 Toll Free: (888) 568.5991

WEBSITE

www.bisqueimports.com 

SOCIALS

@bisqueimports 

CONTACT

Phone: (704) 829.9290 Toll Free: (888) 568.5991

WEBSITE

www.bisqueimports.com 

SOCIALS

@bisqueimports 

CONTACT

Phone: (704) 829.9290 Toll Free: (888) 568.5991

 
L IGHTED  CHR ISTMAS  I T EMS

Coming Soon!

WEBSITE

www.bisqueimports.com 

SOCIALS

@bisqueimports 

CONTACT

Phone: (704) 829.9290 Toll Free: (888) 568.5991
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Social Artworking® is the perfect way to enjoy a night out (or in) with friends and family.

Paint, Designs, Canvas & Supplies
All Available Exclusively From Chesapeake Ceramics

www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics/
https://www.pinterest.com/chesceramics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/chesapeake-ceramics
https://twitter.com/chesceramics?lang=en



